Detecting changes in neuronal activities induced by N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor blockade using non-linear dynamics techniques.
The dynamics of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor blockade-induced transitions between two types of intracellularly recorded spontaneous membrane potential oscillation from cat thalamic neurons have been studied using non-linear dynamics techniques. We report that, as previously predicted by theoretical studies, the number of degrees of freedom of these oscillations (the minimal number of independent variables governing the activity) is small, i.e. they are low dimensional. The N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonists DL-2-amino-5-phosphono-valeric acid and ketamine, which transformed one type of oscillation into another, decreased the calculated dimension. DL-2-Amino-5-phosphono-valeric acid had no effect on the dimension when Mg2+ was present in the perfusion medium. The decrease in dimension was gradual and its time-course had a sigmoidal shape. It is suggested that the application of the machinery of dynamical systems theory might help to detect and monitor drug-induced membrane potential state transitions and to identify the factors underlying membrane potential oscillations.